You've got a good thing going.
2.5 cubic foot electric refrigerator, an available option on most Starcraft campers.

The best indoor-outdoor kitchen unit for camping trailers is now lighter, easier to handle.

Stardust SwingOut combines six sleeper room plus indoor-outdoor cooking.

GALAXY & STARDUST

Galaxy. The biggest and the best from Starcraft. End bunk to end bunk, Galaxy stretches out 21 feet, encompassing 135 square feet of roominess.

Best, because all three Galaxy models are loaded with "good things." Features that make camping more enjoyable, more convenient.

We keep making Galaxy better. This year, some twenty improvements have been made, including patio lights, larger capacity converters and tinted vinyl windows. These same changes have been made on Stardust SwingOut, too.

Both the Stardust and Galaxy SwingOut models have re-designed Swing Out kitchens that are lightweight, easier to handle.

Inside, the changes are obvious. Totally-new decor treatments, styled in House & Garden Magazine colors for 1979. Pasadena Blue in Galaxy SwingOut and 2108, Pasadena Burgundy in Galaxy 2106 and Mistletoe Green in Stardust SwingOut. (See Back Cover)

Optional shower on Galaxy 2106 is almost like having a travel trailer.

Opposite Page: Galaxy SwingOut for the ultimate in room and features.

Galaxy SwingOut

Galaxy 2108

Galaxy 2106

Stardust SwingOut
For over a decade, Starmaster has been the best-seller in North America. The reason is a lot of good things going that all spell value.

Value that starts with 123 square feet of living space when Starmaster is opened up. More value is found in our latest improvements: stainless steel sinks, higher capacity electrical converters, exterior table mounts, and added interior lighting.

And brand new interiors, in House & Garden Magazine's 1979 colors: Bittersweet Rust in Starmaster 1908; Leaf Green in Starmaster 1907; and, Explorer Burgundy in Starmaster 1906.

But it's not just colors. It's matched countertops, curtains and headliners. New fabrics, flooring and wood tones, too. All given the nod of approval by our Women's Council and co-ordinated beautifully by our Interior Design Consultant.
All optional heaters in 1979 are forced-air types; 17,000 BTU in Galaxy models and 12,000 BTU in all others.

Starflite's cargo capacity is well over 700 lbs., letting you take along your Starcraft fishing boat if you wish.

Starflite PullOut is perfect for first-time buyers and seasoned camping pros alike.

STARFLITE & STARMATE

One out of three first-time camper buyers chooses a Starcraft. And Starflite is likely the one they'll pick. That's because Starflite is a smaller camper with all the features, quality and value found in larger Starcrafts.

Appliances are full-size. And the best! Sleeping space is ample. Total living area is 103 square feet. You see, we didn’t cut corners to build a smaller camper. We built one that fits the needs of first-time buyers and experienced pros alike.

Starmate was designed for compact car owners who want a full-feature camper. Without sacrificing quality to reduce weight. One look inside tells you Starmate is no lightweight on appliances, fabrics, materials, room and comfort.

Starflite and Starmate are loaded with improvements for '79, including stainless steel sinks, tinted vinyl windows, improved electrical converter and House & Garden Magazine interiors.

Starflite PullOut features a unique sliding indoor-outdoor kitchen, not just a bolt-on cook stove.

Starflite PullOut in House & Garden's Bittersweet Rust. Starflite 1606 comes in Explorer Burgundy and Starmate 1506 is in Gold Metal. Note new optional area privacy curtains.
Who else but Starcraft could improve upon the crank-up lifter system? After all, we invented it! Now there's StarRise—a new electrified lifting system that raises your camper roof in about 21 seconds. Effortlessly! Just turn a key inside the camper, flip a switch on the Star Rise unit and watch StarRise raise the roof! Or lower it. Inside key prevents tampering. Automatic shutoffs prevent over-cranking and cable stretching. No guesswork! So, raise the roof with StarRise.

Starcraft Camper Club

You can join thousands of fellow Starcraft owners at international and statewide camping rallies, weekend get-togethers and other events. Plus receive the Camper Club's quarterly CHATTER Magazine and special money-saving offers on merchandise, subscriptions and campgrounds. Ask your Starcraft dealer for details.

Starcraft's 1979 House & Garden Interior Fabrics

- GOLD METAL
  Starmate 1506
- EXPLORER BURGUNDY
  Starmaster 1906
  Starflite 1606
- PASADENA BURGUNDY
  Galaxy 2106
- LEAF GREEN
  Starmaster 1907
- MISTLETOE GREEN
  Stardust Swinger
- PASADENA BLUE
  Galaxy 2106
  Galaxy SwingOut
- BITTERSWEET RUST
  Starmaster 1906
  Starflite PullOut

- Dimensions, capacities, ratings and other specifications plus warranty and service information are available from your Starcraft dealer.
- All product illustrations and data in this catalog are based upon information available at time of publication. Starcraft reserves the right to make changes without notice or obligation. See your Starcraft dealer for latest product information prior to purchasing.
- Some equipment shown separately or on products illustrated in this catalog may be optional at extra cost.
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